
DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHTS
BE SEEN by oncoming traffic in all weather conditions. LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL) increase a vehicle's visibility for
safer driving. Canada and many European countries have implemented mandatory DRL regulations and experienced significant
accident reduction. Super-bright LED lights are far more effective than running lights or partial power low beam headlights, and use
a fraction of the power.

PHILIPS DRLs offer maximum visibility in a small package. Low profile smart-clip mounting system fits in tight spaces, or mount
with M5 screws. Wiring is simple - just connect constant hot, ground and signal. Smart ECM detects when the engine is running to
turn on the DRL. Low 14 watt power consumption saves fuel. OEM grade LED DRLs are maintenance free and last a lifetime.

PHILIPS DRL8
····· High Power Philips LUXEON® Rebel LED  - 1,000 Candela
····· 100% wider beam than other LED DRL's
····· 50% wider beam than standard fog lights
····· Stylish modern design - 8 LED dots
····· Ultra slim 163mm x 19mm x35mm (6.4 x 0.75 x 1.38in)
····· Die cast metal housing & impact resistant polycarbonate lens
····· Auto-dims for night time accent lighting

PHILIPS DRL4
····· High Power Philips LUXEON® LED light intensity - 900 Candela
····· 80% wider beam than other LED DRL’s
····· 40% wider beam than standard fog lights
····· Stylish modern design - 4 LED beam
····· Compact 126mm x 23mm x 28mm (4.96 x 0.90 x 1.10in)
····· High impact composite housing & impact resistant polycarbonate lens
····· Auto-off at night

Eurolite TF1045
5 LED DRL Bar

7.5in L x 1.25in W x 1.5in D

Eurolite TF1050
 5 LED DRL Wedge

6.5in L x 1.25in W x 2.0in D

EUROLITE DRLs offer powerful light 220 lumen light output at a great price. A versatile adjustable bracket makes mounting easy.
Rugged die cast metal housing with impact resistant polycarbonate lens. Wiring is simple - just connect ignition switched hot,
ground and signal for daytime on and off at night - no switch required. Low 5 watt power consumption saves fuel.
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BE SEEN and look great too! LED DRL style and flexible accent lighting provides stylish lighting enhancements and increased
night time visibility. Strong LED lights are more versatile than standard halogen light bulbs and use a fraction of the power.

ACCENT LIGHTING

Flexible LED Accent Lighting
low profile flexible, waterproof, self-adhesive LED strips

SIDE Emitting LED strips can create the "Audi look" around headlamps
NG6020  WHITE, 16in, 168 lumens

TF1060 28 LED DRL/Accent Bar
7.5in L x 0.75in W x 1.5in D

3-wire, auto-off at night
composite housing, polycarbonate lense

universal adjustable bracket
3W power consumption

Strong 130 lumen lightoutput

TF1070 18 LED DRL 3.5in dia Round
simple 2-wire

composite housing, polycarbonate lense
universal adjustable bracket

3W power consumption
Bright 65 lumen light output

TF1025 8 LED Accent - Slimline, Curved Face
6.25in L x 0.875in W x 1.75in D

simple 2-wire
composite housing, polycarbonate lense

universal adjustable bracket
0.5W power consumption

36 lumen light output

NG9020  Modular LED Accent lights (1.2in dia/ea)
Dual sets of 6 LED lights can be installed in a variety of configurations

die cast housing with glass lense
1.4W power consumption - Bright 105 lumen light output

VERTICAL Emitting low profile flexible LED strips can create
exciting accent lighting anywhere inside the vehicle.

NG3010  RED, 16in,  96 lumens
NG3020  WHITE, 16in, 168 lumens

NG3080  BLUE, 16in, 96 lumens

Try Me display packaging with power cell & switch

Light up the DAY
Light up the NIGHT

with 12V LED Automotive Lighting


